SUMMER 2022

INSPECT HOMES DURING THE SUMMER
Pest Problems excel in the warm months...
KPCA Board Meeting
August 16, 2022
11 a.m.
Hutchinson & Zoom
Kansas State Fair
KPCA Booth
September 9-18, 2022
Hutchinson, KS
KPCA Board Meeting
October 25, 2022
11 a.m.
TBA & Zoom
Online Training
Category 7e
October 26, 2022
Registration coming soon
Master Tech Program
Fall 2022
Kansas State University
Winter Conference & Exhibition
Joint event with Missouri
December 7-9, 2022
Independence, MO
Spring Conference & Exhibition
March 7-9, 2023
Wichita, KS

L

earning key
signs of
Summer pests
around the home can
help prevent pests
from making a house
their vacation home.
When doing a
routine job at a
home, do a “walk
about” around the
exterior perimeter,
paying special note
to the foundation but
don’t forget to look
up and around roof fascia and
soffit, where gaps allow pest entry.
The eaves of a home are a
common place where wasps will
begin to build nests. Search for
nests with an upside-down umbrella
appearance, containing many
individual “honey-comb” shaped
cells. These nests are created by
paper wasps that can be dangerous
and sting if disturbed.
When inspecting the foundation
be sure to look for termite evidence.
Inspect closely for any mud tubes
that termites use to tunnel into a
home and feed on wood. You may
also see swarming termites as another clue to termite presence.
Finding small, translucent wings of
termite warms in spider webs,
windowsills or anywhere else
around a home is potentially a sign
that termites are in the area.
Improper drainage around a
foundation can result in standing
water which is attractive to
mosquitoes. Some species, like the
Asian tiger mosquito, specialize in

locating and identifying temporary
breeding locations an can deposit
eggs in water sources as small as a
bottle cap. Larvae develop rapidly,
and breeding populations of these
daytime biting mosquitoes can
become established on a property
quickly.
Reminder the homeowner to
remove and rake old leaves away
from a foundation, under a deck
and inside window wells to
eliminate feeding places for many
occasional invaders like millipedes,
ants, sowbugs and beetles.
Any debris lying in a yard can
become harborage areas for insects
like ants, crickets, sowbugs, and
even rodents. Rats will often dig
burrows beneath piles of debris
because it provides shelter from
predators. Firewood and brush piles
should be relocated as far from
structures as practical.
Giving homeowner these tips
will not only reduce issues, but
make customers appreciative of the
help.
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H E A L & P R E V E N T T H O S E H E AT R A S H E S

W

hen working directly in the sun or in the
heat in general, as most pest management
professionals do, it is important to protect
yourself from heat rash.

products and heavy creams,
which may block your
sweat glands.
While a heat rash itself
isn’t typically serious, seek
immediate medical care if
you’re also experiencing
high fever (above 101),
extreme thirst and
dehydration, a flushed
appearance, weakness,
rapid heart rate, confusion
or forgetfulness, or shal•

Overheating can occur from exposure to extreme
heat, as well as when people wear too many layers in
cold weather. When sweat becomes trapped under the
surface of the skin, it develops red, inflamed bumps
known as heat rash. Here are some tips on how to
prevent and treat:
•

When layering clothing, wear breathable, loosefitting fabrics such as cotton.

•

Don’t scratch the bumps, which could cause them
to swell and get infected.

low, rapid breathing.
•

Drink water — lots of water.

•

After bathing, let your skin air-dry or simply pat it •
dry instead of toweling off.

Report any concerns about yourself or another
employee immediately to your direct supervisor.

•

Calamine lotion and hydrocortisone cream are
helpful to soothe a heat rash. Avoid oil-based

When temps exceed 100 degrees, limit outside
work and do not stay too long in enclosed spaces.

•

DO YOU GET KPCA EMAIL NEWS?
Send an email to kansaspest@yahoo.com to sign up!
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Inspect Backyard Play
Areas for Hidden Wasps

PAVEMENT ANTS

Paper wasps (polistes spp.) are one of the common
pest species pest management professionals regularly
control around the perimeter of homes. Upward of 20
different species of paper wasps have been described in
North America.
Although paper wasps are not especially aggressive,
their stings can be painful, ranking between 2 and 3 on
the Schmidt Pain Index.
Entomologist Dr. Justin Schmidt, who created the
index in 1983 and has continued to refine it since, has
described the relatively mile pain (1.5 out of 4) of
Pavement ants commonly invade and infest
P. versicolor, a South American species known as the
homes.
They get their name because they often
variegated or yellow paper wasp, this way: “Burning,
will
nest
around the edges or cracks of pavement,
throbbing, and lonely. A single drop of superheated
frying oil landed on your arm.”
sidewalks, under concrete slabs, driveways and
foundations but will occasionally go indoors.
Typically, paper wasp nests are found hanging
underneath eaves, awnings, porches, decks, and door
They will forage for food indoors and can go
and window frames. Sometimes they can be hidden out inside in large numbers in search of garbage and
of sight, so check underneath and inside garden hose moisture. Pavement ants will make volcano-like
reels, railings, dryer vents, grills and outdoor furniture, mounds around pavement and other areas where
too.
they nest in the soil and their colonies can very
In addition, scan the yard for playground equipment. large, numbering in the thousands of individual
Carefully check for signs of paper wasp nests in and ants.
around the play set. Children can overlook a nest until
You may also see these ants swarming where
it’s too late.
the reproductive winged ants emerge from the
It is always
colony in large numbers in search of mates and
better
for
a
new areas to colonize.
technician to find
and eliminate a
Swarming usually doesn’t occur for an
wasp nest than
extremely long time and is typically over in a few
have a client
days or a week. Even if these ants haven’t
discover a nest
completely invaded or began to nest in a home,
and request a
they will sometimes create trails and carry food
callback resulting
from a home indoors back to their colonies
from a sting.
outdoors and have even been found to forage up to
30 feet from their colony.
It is estimated
insect stings send
If you find these ants around a home, make sure
approximately
you have a treatment plan in place to offer the
half a million
people
to
customer and make sure to provide follow up visits
emergency rooms
to ensure the problem has been resolved.
each year.
GET MORE INFORMATION AND INDUSTRY UPDATES AT:
www.kansaspest.com
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B AT T R A P S

season in
the
Bat traps are basically an escape valve with a
summer,
holding chamber. A bat trap puts extra liability on
hibernayou. Additionally, bat traps without scientific or
tion in
government approval violate industry standards for
winter,
proper handling of bat species.
and
during
Bat traps do have a place as a tool for biologists,
periods of
researchers and possibly professionals in cases of
inclement
rabies or other exposure. As a method of exclusion,
weather.
however, at best it’s outdated or puts bats at risk due
Maternity
to overcrowding or heat stress if not removed prompt- season
ly. At worst, bat traps are being used to assure poorly dates vary by region and are species-specific.
executed work, as dead bats tend not to return to a
structure no matter how poor the work was performed.
Biologists at the State and Federal levels are paying
attention to the industry. Protecting bat colonies and
Bat exclusion should never be performed during
ensuring proper handling of the species is incumbent
any period when bats do not leave their roost on a
upon all of us.
regular nightly basis. This includes during maternity
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MASTER TECHNICIAN
PROGRAM

Returning Fall 2022

COCKROACHES
& DISEASE
Cockroaches in a home are not
only unsightly but can also be a
serious health issue, especially if left
untreated, allowing the population to
grow and thrive.

According to the Asthma and
Allergy Foundation of American, 78
to 98 percent of homes in urban
The KPCA Master Technician Program is one of only a few areas have cockroaches. In cities and
of its kins in the United States. It is also an intensive, hands-on large urbanized areas, many children
suffer from allergies caused from the
program.
presence of cockroaches in homes.

Due to Covid-19, holding the program was difficult the past
several years as we worked through public health protocols and
The effects of cockroach allermade an effort to be responsible in keeping you safe.
gens can cause children to miss
The program is returning in Fall 2022! We are working with school, lose sleep, and increase the
risk of asthma. Not only are
instructors now to lock in dates and subjects.

cockroaches known to carry several

For those who have the designation, we have provided disease-causing agents on the outside
everyone an extension on the renewal deadlines. So your of their bodies that can spread to
designation has not expired!
humans.
For those who want to go through the program, we look
forward to the programs return soon.

Cockroaches have been
implicated in carrying numerous
You can get updates and additional information at
bacterial and disease-causing
www.kansaspest.com
organisms on their bodies, including
More than 60 Pest Management Professionals in Kansas have E. Coli, staphylococcus, and
earned the Master Tech Designation.
salmonella. Some cockroach species
This designation can be helpful in letting customers know ill frequent filthy places, even
sewage systems.
your expertise is a step above the competition.

All classes are held on the campus of Kansas State University
Although cockroaches carry
in Manhattan.
many disease organisms on their

FUN FACT:
A cockroach can run up to 3 miles
in an hour and there are more than
4,000 cockroach species
worldwide.

body, the good news is that they
haven’t been linked to any disease
outbreaks. However, the ability for
cockroaches to potentially spread
disease and cause allergy problems
are important reasons to keep a home
cockroach free.

NEED CEUs?
Visit www.kansaspest.com for online and in -person events
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HOW TO FIGHT THE BITE IN YOUR BACK YARD
Mosquitoes, mosquitoes and more mosquitoes...
Temperatures are not the only thing on the rise in •
the summer. Mosquitoes thrive in the warmer and
wetter summertime conditions, so populations can be
expected to increase this time of year.
Nearly all female mosquitoes feed on
blood in order to produce eggs. With
more hungry mosquitoes flying around,
it is important to treat yards from these
biting pests. Here are some tips:
•

•

Cover all exposed skin with long
sleeves and pants when spending time outdoors
where mosquitoes might be present.
Apply mosquito repellents that contain the active
ingredients DEET, picardin, oil of lemon
eucalyptus (OLE), or IR3535.

Eliminate mosquito breeding sites from around the
home. Mosquitoes require standing water to breed
because their larvae are aquatic. If water is present
for more than five days in a row, it has
the potential to breed mosquitoes. Tip
over any water-containing items regularly. Empty water from bird-baths,
pots, bottles, barrels, and clogged
gutters. Even low areas in a yard can
turn into breeding sites.

While mosquitoes can be deterred from breeding
on a property, all conditions cannot be controlled in a
neighborhood. Adult mosquitoes can travel significant
distances to find a meal.
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MEMBER’S ONLY SECTION

The work of KPCA is
assisted by standing
committees, each
responsible for specialized
goals. The committees work
with staff, and under
direction of the KPCA
Board of Directors.

KPCA has multiple training
opportunities that provide
CEU credits.
Check out the full calendar
and all the information at

kansaspest.com
Looking for a specific
category of CEU training?
Contact us at
kansaspest@yahoo.com or
785-271-9220

KPCA Membership run July 1 to
June 30 each year.
It’s time to Renew!
Visit www.kansaspest.com to
renew online or
download the form
Questions?
kansaspest@yahoo.com
785-271-9220

KPCA cannot thrive without the efforts of volunteers.
Committee members gain experience and insight into
KPCA, as well as help the industry and your company.
Please consider making an important contribution to the
future of KPCA and Pest Control Industry by offering
your time and expertise on one of our committees.
If interested, contact Spencer Duncan at 785-271-9220
or kansaspest@yahoo.com

Education & Training
This committee
recommends and plans
education programs to
further professionalism of
the industry. It is creates
the agenda for the State
Conferences, and other
training sessions.
Government Affairs
This committee monitors
legal, legislative and
regulatory matters
pertaining to the industry
and works to maintain
good working
relationships with
government entities.

Membership
This committee recruits
new members and helps
retain current members
by promoting the benefits
of KPCA membership.
In addition, this committee works to identify new
benefits to offer.
State Fair
This committee helps
to plan the booth
KPCA has each year at
the Kansas State Fair
in Hutchinson in
September.
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Don’t Represent Yourself in a Transaction

J

ust because you can do it
yourself, should you? Your
business is likely your
largest asset. Is selling your largest
asset a “do-it-yourself” project?
Selling a business can be very complicated, and you can benefit
greatly from bringing in experts to
help throughout the process.

Maintain Confidentiality: This
is a basic component of any sale. If
you represent yourself, how do you
maintain confidentiality and vet
potential buyers or sellers? You
need
an
intermediary.
A
representative who is not involved
with the business and qualifies
potential buyers.

assemble a comprehensive team of
experts that market, negotiate and
sell your business.

for an appropriate and premium
offer for your company.

Focus On Running the
Business: Selling a business takes
time. Meanwhile, you’re trying to
run the business and live your life.
The average business takes 4 to 12
months to sell. If your business
suffers or goes down during this
Finding the Best Buyer: Often
process, offers will likely go down
a business sells to a buyer who
as well.
approach them, but they might not
Expertise and Experience:
be your best option. These are
savvy business professionals. These Selling a business requires different
buyers want you alone and without skill sets. You may have a good
representation Why? It makes you attorney and accountant, but they
an
easier
target.
Having may not have the same skills as a
representations levels the playing business consultant. The most
field and ensures you’re negotiating lucrative deals are when you

Vacation Homeowners
Pest control experts know every
home can benefit from pest
management services. Unfortunately,
many vacation homeowners do not
understand the need for having regular
pest control services. As a results,
emergency service calls abound in the
late spring and summer months as owners discover infestations that have been
building for weeks, or even months.

Unintended Consequences: If
you don’t have business acquisition
experience high level, slow
incubation sales experience, then
it’s easy to unintentionally give
away your hand. The result is that
buyers find opportunities to pay
less for the business. The right
representative will be motivated but
not emotional about the deal. It is
the representatives job to pursue,
follow up and keep the process
moving forward Further, buyers
will be required to deal with
representatives you hire.
Mergers and acquisitions is
complex
and
successful
transactions require expertise well
beyond what the average business
owner had. Representatives on your
behalf will help prepare you and
the business for all aspects of the
transaction.

homes presents unique challenge as the PMP assumes
liability for entering homes without homeowners
present. This additional liability may
require added insurance. However, many
homeowners are willing to enter
contracts that allow access to their
homes, especially exterior areas, when
they are not there.

Homeowners need to be educated and
understand insect behavior and damage
potential. Seeing how easy it is to
acquire bed bugs, even in high-end
homes, or discovering the damage
Vacation homeowners need to understand the need carpenter ants can do to the underlying structure of a
for ongoing pest control in homes they don’t occupy building, is often enough to help homeowners see how
at all times. Rodents and other insects take away take vital insect control is.
up residence when a place is not always occupied.
Offering service calls between scheduled rentals
PMP’s need to offer services during the winter
gives a homeowner piece of mind.
months, when they are empty. Servicing unoccupied
GET MORE INFORMATION AND INDUSTRY UPDATES AT:
www.kansaspest.com
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Y

ou can’t avoid social media. Not having a
customers and/or highlighting their reviews from time
presence puts you behind the competition. But to time, and participating in the general community.
it doesn’t have to be overwhelming! Here are
Boost Your Social Media Presence With Hashtags
some tips:
"The usage of the pound or number symbol, (#) to
Choose the Right Social Platforms
mark a keyword or topic on social media."
There are A LOT of social media platforms out
there. Don't try to be on all of them! Instead, start with
When social media users open social platforms,
one or two and learn how to
they search hashtags to find
use them successfully.
interesting, entertaining, and/
Choose ones that your target
or valuable content. If your
audience already uses.
posts appear in these
Luckily, it's easy to find out
searches, you'll connect with
this information - simply ask
potential customers regularly.
your current customers about
their preferences.
Research the most popular
hashtags in the pest control
Analyze your competitors'
industry and your area. Once
approach to social media,
you have a few in mind, start
too. Learn their platforms of
using them. Just don't overdo
choice and consider using
it. In general, 1-2 hashtags
them as well.
should be all you need.
Always Provide Value to Your Audience
Here's the golden rule: provide value to the
audience. Just remember "value" comes in all shapes
and sizes. It's basically anything that relates to your
business and that followers want to see, including:
•
•
•
•
•
•

How-To Videos
Special Offers and Deals
Contests and Giveaways
Links to Interesting Blogs
Reviews and Testimonials
Pictures of Your Best Work

Build Relationships With Your Followers
Too many pest control professionals treat social
media as a one-way announcement board. But the
truth is, if you only use Facebook and Instagram to
promote your company directly, you're doing it wrong.
Post valuable content, asking followers questions,
responding to comments and messages, tagging

Ask Customers to Write You a Review
Did you know 95% of customers read reviews
before making a purchase? Or 91% of 18-34 year-olds
trust online reviews as much as personal
recommendations? Or businesses earn 52% more
revenue when they have nine current reviews? It's all
true. Reviews are powerful, which is why every pest
control company should collect them.
Track Trends and Experiment With New Ideas
Social networks release new features regularly.
You need to know about these to remain successful on
these platforms. One of the best ways to stay on top of
social media trends is to subscribe to social mediaoriented blogs and newsletters. Once you learn about a
new trend, experiment with it. If it doesn't work, don't
keep using it.
Social media marketing requires commitment and
strategy. Keep trying and you will be ahead of the
competition.

DO YOU GET KPCA EMAIL NEWS?
Send an email to kansaspest@yahoo.com to sign up!

